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Abstract:  In the aid, the sector has resulted 

in the price-effective and convenient 

exchange of non-public Health Records 

(PHRs) among many collaborating entities of 

the e-Health systems. still, storing the 

confidential health info to cloud servers is 

prone to revelation or stealing and necessitate 

the event of methodologies that make sure the 

privacy of the PHRs. Therefore, we tend to 

propose a technique referred to as with 

efficiency sharing Personal Health Record 

between users and doctors in the cloud. The 

PHR theme ensures patient-centric 

management on the PHRs and preserves the 

confidentiality of the PHRs. The patients 

store the encrypted PHRs on the un-trusted 

cloud servers and by selection grant access to 

different kinds of users on totally different 

parts of the PHRs by booking appointments 

by symptoms, additionally read the nearest 

location of hospitals and direction of the 

hospitals. Moreover, the methodology is 

secure against business executive threats and 

additionally enforces forward and backward 

access management. what is more, we tend to 

formally analyze and verify the operating of 

PHR methodology through the High-Level 

Petri Nets (HLPN). Performance analysis 

concerning time consumption indicates that 

the PHR methodology has the potential to use 

for firmly sharing the PHRs within the cloud. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

 Cloud computing is wide utilized by each people 

and organization (including government 

agencies), for instance to store and method 

massive volume of knowledge (e.g., text, image, 

and video), that area unit generally encrypted 

before outsourcing. Searchable encoding (SE) 

schemes alter knowledge users to firmly search 

and by selection retrieve records of interest over 

encrypted knowledge (outsourced to the cloud), in 

line with user-specified keywords.   

There are, however, different fascinating 

properties once coping with encrypted knowledge 

outsourced to the cloud. for instance, once 

encrypting an important volume of knowledge, 

typical encoding approaches suffer from 

limitations because of having multiple copies of 

ciphertexts (e.g., publically key encoding 

schemes) and complicated and big-ticket key 

management (e.g., in radial encoding schemes).  

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based encoding (CP-

ABE) schemes area unit designed to mitigate these 

two limitations, yet as enhancing access 

permissions in multi-user settings and facilitating 

one-to-many encoding. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

 Privacy-Preserving Attribute-Based Keyword 

Search in Shared Multi-owner Setting (2019)[1] 

Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Keyword 

Search (CP-ABKS) facilitates search queries and 

supports fine-grained access management over 

encrypted information within the cloud. However, 
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previous CP-ABKS schemes were designed to 

support exclusive multi-owner setting, and can't be 

directly applied within the shared multi-owner 

setting (where every record is authorized by a hard 

and fast range of information owners), while not 

acquisition high process and storage prices. 

Additionally, thanks to privacy considerations on 

access policies, most existing schemes are 

susceptible to off-line keyword-guessing attacks if 

the keyword house is of polynomial size. What is 

more, it's tough to spot malicious users United 

Nations agency leak the key keys once over one 

information user has constant set of attributes. 

during this paper, author gift a privacy-preserving 

CP-ABKS system with hidden access policy in 

Shared Multi-owner setting (basic ABKS-SM 

system), and demonstrate however it's improved to 

support malicious user tracing (modified ABKS-

SM system). Here prove that the ABKS-SM 

systems attain selective security and resist off-line 

keyword-guessing attack within the generic linear  

cluster model. we tend to additionally assess their 

performance exploitation real-world datasets. 

 

  Certificate less public integrity checking of group 

shared data on cloud storage[2] Cloud storage 

service provides individuals with associate 

economical technique to share information at 

intervals a bunch. The cloud server isn't 

trustworthy, therefore variant remote information 

possession checking (RDPC) protocols square 

measure planned and thought to be an efficient 

thanks to make sure the information integrity. 

However, most of RDPC protocols square 

measure supported the mechanism of ancient 

public key infrastructure (PKI), that has obvious 

security flaw and bears huge burden of certificate 

management. To avoid this disadvantage, identity-

based cryptography (IBC) is usually chosen to be 

the idea of RDPC. Sadly, IBC has associate 

inherent disadvantage of key written agreement. to 

unravel these issues, here utilize the technique of 

certificate less signature to gift a replacement 

RDPC protocol for checking the integrity of 

information shared among a bunch. during this 

theme, user's non-public key includes 2 parts: a 

partial key generated by the cluster manager and a 

secret worth chosen by herself/himself. to make 

sure the correct public keys square measure chosen 

throughout the information integrity checking, the 

general public key of every user is related to her 

distinctive identity, for instance the name or phone 

number. Thus, the certificate isn't required and 

therefore the downside of key written agreement is 

eliminated too. Meanwhile, the information 

integrity will still be audited by public voucher 

while not downloading the entire data. 

Cloud computing has emerged as an important 

computing paradigm to offer pervasive and on-

demand availability of various resources in the 

form of hardware, software, infrastructure, and 

storage [1, 2]. Consequently, the cloud computing 

paradigm facilitates organizations by relieving 

them from the protracted job of infrastructure 

development and has encouraged them to trust on 

the third-party Information Technology (IT) 

services [3]. Additionally, the cloud computing 

model has demonstrated significant potential to 

increase coordination among several healthcare 

stakeholders and also to ensure continuous 

availability of health information, and scalability 

[4, 5]. Furthermore, the cloud computing also 

integrates various important entities of healthcare 

domains, such as patients, hospital staff including 

the doctors, nursing staff, pharmacies, and clinical 

laboratory personnel, insurance providers, and the 

service providers [6]. Therefore, the integration of 

a mentioned entities results in the evolution of a 

cost effective and collaborative health ecosystem 

where the patients can easily create and manage 

their Personal Health Records (PHRs) [7]. 

Generally, the PHRs contain information, such as: 

(a) demographic information, (b) patients’ medical 

history including the diagnosis, allergies, past 

surgeries, and treatments,(c) laboratory reports, 

(d) data about health insurance claims, and (e) 

private notes of the patients about certain 

important observed health conditions [8]. More 

formally, the PHRs are managed through the Inter-

net based tools to permit patients to create and 

manage their health information as lifelong 

records that can be made available to those who 

need the access [9]. Consequently, the PHRs 
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enable the patients to effectively communicate 

with the doctors and other care providers to inform 

about the symptoms, seek advice, and keep the 

health records updated for accurate diagnosis and 

treatment.         

Despite the advantages of scalable, agile, cost 

effective, and ubiquitous services offered by the 

cloud, various concerns correlated to the privacy 

of health data also arise. A major reason for 

patients’ apprehensions regarding the 

confidentiality of PHRs is the nature of the cloud 

to share and store the PHRs [10]. Storing the 

private health information to cloud servers 

managed by third-parties is susceptible to 

unauthorized access. In particular, privacy of the 

PHRs stored in public clouds that are managed by 

commercial service providers is extremely at 

risk[11]. The privacy of the PHRs can be at risk in 

several ways, for example theft, loss, and 

leakage[12].The PHR either in cloud storage or in 

transit from the patient to the cloud or from cloud 

to any other user may be susceptible to 

unauthorized access because of the malicious 

behavior of external entities. Moreover, there are 

also some threats by valid insiders to the data [13]. 

For instance, the PHRs either in cloud storage or 

in transit from the patient to the cloud or from 

cloud to any other user may be susceptible to 

unauthorized access because of the malicious 

behavior of external entities [10]. The individuals 

working at the cloud service provider can behave 

maliciously. 

 User Collusion Avoidance CP-ABE With 

Efficient Attribute Revocation for Cloud 

Storage[3] Attribute-based encoding (ABE) will 

guarantee confidentiality and accomplish fine-

grained knowledge access management in an 

exceedingly cloud storage system. thanks to the 

very fact that each attribute in ABE is also shared 

by multiple users and every user holds multiple 

attributes, any single-attribute revocation for a few 

user might have an effect on the opposite users 

with identical attribute within the system. 

Therefore, a way to revoke attribute expeditiously 

is a crucial and difficult drawback in ABE 

schemes. So as to resolve higher than issues, here 

first provides a concrete attack to the present ABE 

theme with attribute revocation. Then, formalize 

the definition and security model, that model 

collusion attack dead by the present users 

cooperating with the revoked users. Finally, author 

gift a user collusion turning away ciphertext-

policy ABE theme with economical attribute 

revocation for the cloud storage system. the matter 

of attribute revocation is solved  expeditiously by 

exploiting the construct of AN attribute cluster. 

once AN attribute is revoked from a user, the 

cluster manager updates alternative users secret 

keys. 

Lightweight Fine-Grained Search over Encrypted 

Data in Fog Computing [4] Fog computing, as AN 

extension of cloud computing, outsources the 

encrypted sensitive knowledge to multiple fog 

nodes on the sting of web of Things (IoT) to 

decrease latency and network congestion. 

However, the present ciphertext retrieval schemes 

seldom concentrate on the fog computing 

atmosphere and most of them still impose high 

process and storage overhead on resource-limited 

finish users. during this paper, gift a light-weight 

Fine-Grained ciphertexts Search (LFGS) system in 

fog computing by extending Ciphertext-Policy 

Attribute-Based encoding (CP-ABE) and 

Searchable encoding (SE) technologies, which 

may deliver the goods fine-grained access 

management and keyword search at the same time. 

The LFGS will shift partial process and storage 

overhead from finish users to chosen fog nodes. 

moreover, the fundamental LFGS system is 

improved to support conjunctive keyword search 

and attribute update to avoid returning unsuitable 

search results and contraband accesses. The formal 

security analysis shows that the LFGS system will 

resist Chosen-Keyword Attack (CKA) and 

Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA), and also the 

simulation employing a real-world dataset 

demonstrates that the LFGS system is economical 

and possible in apply. 
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Personalized Search over Encrypted Data with 

Efficient and Secure Updates in Mobile Clouds[5] 

Mobile cloud computing has been concerned as a 

key facultative technology to beat the physical 

limitations of mobile devices towards climbable 

and versatile mobile services. within the mobile 

cloud surroundings, searchable cryptography, that 

allows directly search over encrypted information, 

could be a key technique to take care of each the 

privacy and value of outsourced information in 

cloud. On addressing the problem, several analysis 

efforts resolve to victimization the searchable 

curiae cryptography (SSE) and searchable public-

key cryptography (SPE). during this paper, authors 

improve the prevailing works by developing a a lot 

of sensible searchable cryptography technique, 

which may support dynamic change operations 

within the mobile cloud applications. Specifically, 

here build the efforts on taking the benefits of each 

point and SPE techniques, and propose PSU, a 

customized Search theme over encrypted 

information with economical and secure Updates 

in mobile cloud. By giving thorough security 

analysis, we have a tendency to demonstrate that 

PSU can do a high security level. 

III.  RELATED WORK 

 In the existing system, doctor's appointments will 

be booked by manually and waiting time not get 

earlier. When patients are in new place and they 

need hospital then they did not get correct hospital 

because of lack of communication.  One serious 

limitation of CP-ABE schemes is that the access 

policy embedded in the ciphertexts may leak 

sensitive information to authorized data users, as 

discussed in the preceding section 

 

Disadvantages: 

 Manually book the appointments. 

 Waiting time not confirmed for new 

patients. 

 

 

 

 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT: 

 In recent days the storing the records on cloud is 

very complicated and insecure for all the users. 

Users spend most of the time in the hospitals 

because they don’t know to wait time of the 

patients. Also, share their symptoms with doctors 

are possible in the hospital not for booking an 

appointment time. to overcome this issue we 

develop an application that book the appointment 

on the basis of disease, users view all nearest 

registered hospitals with distance and direction, 

users can see the waiting time of patients. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our system efficient PHR sharing between 

patients and doctors have following modules and 

system diagram: 

Admin: 

Add remove Small Hospitals with longitude and 

latitude. 

Add and Remove main Doctor and assign rights. 

View Patient details. 

Main Doctor:     

Add and Remove Doctor and members. 

View Patient details. 

Doctors: 

Check for Patients appointment requests. 

Attend Patients, make description and fix fees 

based on disease. 

Receptionist 

View Patients appointment requests and assign 

doctors who are free on that time. 

Send confirmation message to that patients. 

View billing details of patients. 

Users (Patients):  

Search Hospitals nearest to user (Use haversine 

algorithm) 

View Hospitals with waiting time 
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Request to book appointment 

Get Confirmation from hospital 

Feedback of Service in terms of Review and 

ratings 

   

 

Figure 1 System Architecture 

CONCLUSION: 

 In our system admin adds hospitals and doctors 

and get daily updates. Admin set rights to the 

doctor and make it as the main doctor who can add 

or remove any members or doctors of that 

particular hospital. Users search hospitals then 

users can see hospital names with waiting time 

those are nearest to a user. the user book an 

appointment and enter his personal details system 

automatically encrypt that details and send them to 

hospitals. 
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